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Return to Wholeness
Integrative Baby Therapy and Embodiment of Pre- and Perinatal 
Traumatisation

‘The soul of man with all the 

streams of pure living water

seems to dwell in the fascia

of his body’.


Andrew Taylor Still

Philosophy of Osteopathy 

Kirksville, Missouri, 1899  



From inert packing 

to vital organ and living matrix

THE BODY AS STORY 

Body Psychotherapy


Craniosacral Therapy


Fascial Unwinding


Integrative Baby Therapy



The Rugby Player

THE LIVING MATRIX 

Connects all parts


Runs from core to periphery 

and vice versa


Runs from macro to micro

and vice versa


‘much of the living matrix consists of molecules 
 that are regularly arrayed in crystal-like lattices’ 
 and ‘on average each matrix protein has 15,000  
[highly organised] water molecules associated  
with it.’ James Oschman 

‘The coordination of body functions 

is mediated, not by the nervous 

system, but by body consciousness 

inhering in the liquid crystal continuum

 of the body.’ Mae Wan Ho



THE WEB OF EXPERIENCE 

Collagen/Reticular fibres -  
stability/protection 

Elastic Fibres - flexibility 

Ground Substance -  
Fluidity/information exchange 

ADAPTIONS TO STRESS  
AND TRAUMA 

Trauma, compression and 

contraction  lead to

lack of fluidity, more rigidity 

(increased collagen), 

reduced flexibility, less fluidity,

reduced information exchange

and inertia



Healthy fascia facilitates the flow of life

The free flow of life facilitates healthy fascia











F - Front.    B - Back.

1 - Falx Cerebri    2 - Tentorium Cerebellum 









The Lie Side may be


More contracted


Collapsed


Less present



Babies go into the places 

they became stuck and

 overwhelmed the birth.


Birth is an archetypal journey.

Babies have an innate knowing of 

what to expect and will complete

processes they were not able to

complete.

Thalia - 6 months old -

Emergency Caesarian







‘The soul of man with all the 

streams of pure living water

seems to dwell in the fascia

of his body’.


Andrew Taylor Still

Philosophy of Osteopathy 

Kirksville, Missouri, 1899  





‘The body’s life is the life of sensations and emotions. The body feels real hunger, real thirst,  

real joy in the sun and snow, real pleasure in the smell of roses or the look of a lilac bush;  

real anger, real sorrow, real tenderness, real warmth, real passion, real hate, real grief.  

All the emotions belong to the body and are only recognised by the mind.’ 

D. H. Lawrence 

Wilhelm Reich

 Body Segments



R. Louis - Schultz -

Fascial Bands



Phase I. Lost and Alone

Fragmented relational field.

Everyone alone. Distress.


Helplessness. Silencing of baby.

Inner tension/Emotional charge.


Phase 2. Empathic Listening.

Co-Regulation 


by therapist and parents.

Social Engagement. Not Alone.


Emotional discharge


Phase 3. Resolution.

Down regulation of 


sympathetic nervous system.

Moment towards 


ventral vagal dominance.

Relaxation.




Thank You


